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ABSTRACT

G-quadruplexes and i-motifs are complementary

examples of non-canonical nucleic acid substruc-

ture conformations. G-quadruplex thermodynamic

stability has been extensively studied for a variety

of base sequences, but the degree of duplex desta-

bilization that adjacent quadruplex structure forma-

tion can cause has yet to be fully addressed. Stable

in vivo formation of these alternative nucleic acid

structures is likely to be highly dependent on

whether sufficient spacing exists between neigh-

bouring duplex- and quadruplex-/i-motif-forming

regions to accommodate quadruplexes or i-motifs

without disrupting duplex stability. Prediction of

putative G-quadruplex-forming regions is likely to

be assisted by further understanding of what

distance (number of base pairs) is required for

duplexes to remain stable as quadruplexes or

i-motifs form. Using oligonucleotide constructs

derived from precedented G-quadruplexes and

i-motif-forming bcl-2 P1 promoter region, initial bio-

physical stability studies indicate that the formation

of G-quadruplex and i-motif conformations do de-

stabilize proximal duplex regions. The undermining

effect that quadruplex formation can have on duplex

stability is mitigated with increased distance from

the duplex region: a spacing of five base pairs or

more is sufficient to maintain duplex stability

proximal to predicted quadruplex/i-motif-forming

regions.

INTRODUCTION

The canonical Watson–Crick (W–C) double-helix con-
formation of DNA has been extensively studied and is
well understood. It is less well known that nucleic acids

can also form alternative conformational structures, such
as G-quadruplexes and i-motifs. A G-quadruplex confor-
mer consists of stacks of G-quartets, which are composed
of four guanine bases arranged in a plane and stabilised by
Hoogsteen (H) and W–C hydrogen-bonding interactions
(1). Enhanced electrostatic and p–p-bonding inter-
actions cause these G-quartets to stack together into
G-quadruplex conformers: this stacking has been found
to be strongly favoured by the presence of mono- and
divalent cations (Figure 1A) (2,3). A wide variety of
G-quadruplex topologies have been demonstrated to
exist, each varying with regard to the number of
guanines involved, relative strand orientation and loop
topology (4,5). G-quadruplex stability in isolation has
been thoroughly studied, and significant influencing
factors include the number of stacked G-quartets,
G-quadruplex topology and the type of G-quadruplex-
binding cation present in solution (6–11). A G-quadruplex
is most likely to form in the presence of at least four con-
secutive G-runs; hence, putative G-quadruplex-forming
regions can be predicted by scanning through nucleic
acid genetic sequences (12).
Putative G-quadruplex-forming sequences are

abundant throughout the genomes of most living organ-
isms and are frequently found in gene promoter re-
gions and in telomeric domains (12). The putative
G-quadruplex-forming sequences that lie within regions
of potential duplex formation are less likely to form
G-quadruplex conformers owing to the slightly enhanced
thermodynamic stability of the duplex structure relative to
the quadruplex structure under near physiological condi-
tions (13–20).
The complementary structure to a putative

G-quadruplex within a duplex region is the i-motif, a
series of hemi-protonated cytosine pairs that stack
together via both p–p and electrostatic interactions in an
intercalated manner (Figure 1B) (21,22). The formation of
an i-motif is strongly pH-dependent and has been
demonstrated in vitro, in sequences complementary to
known quadruplex-forming domains (22,23). Given that
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the thermodynamic stability of adjacent duplex DNA is
likely to be affected by the formation of directly proximal
G-quadruplex and/or i-motif substructures, it is of funda-
mental interest to verify this destabilizing effect and to
establish the distance necessary for duplex restabilization
under physiological conditions, and hence more stable
G-quadruplex/i-motif formation.
A series of thermal melting experiments were therefore

performed according to previously described methods to
determine whether sequences that are predisposed
to form G-quadruplexes and/or i-motifs destabilize
proximal duplex stretches (Figure 1C) (24–27). Van’t
Hoff analysis was used to determine Tm, �H, �S and
�G� associated with melting of a series of duplex stretches
derived from the c-kit oncogene promoter sequence (28).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

DNA oligonucleotides

The duplex sequences used for these experiments were
derived from a c-kit promoter fragment situated 110–119

base pairs (bp) upstream from the transcription start site
(Table 1). In the human genome, this segment is directly
adjacent to the G-quadruplex-forming sequence c-kit87up
(28,30). The first G-quadruplex-forming sequence studied
(GQ1) is a modified version of the human telomeric repeat
d(GGGTTA)n, and the second sequence studied (GQ2) is
the Tetrahymena telomeric repeat d(GGGGTT)n (31). The
i-motif-forming sequence (IM) is a fragment of the bcl-2
promoter region (Py39WT) containing 6 C-runs (32). All
sequences were selected such that duplex melting occurred
at significantly lower temperature than G-quadruplex and/
or i-motif melting and were ordered from Invitrogen Ltd
(Paisley, UK) and Microsynth AG (Balgach, Switzerland).
All reagents used were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(Gillingham, UK; Buchs, Switzerland).

UV melting experiments

Temperature-dependent absorption measurements were
recorded at 260 and 295 nm on a Cary 300 Bio UV/vis
spectrophotometer (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, USA)
equipped with a Cary Temperature Controller using

Figure 1. Schemes of the four-stranded structures in the focus of this study and experimental design. (A) Schematic of a G-quadruplex. Poly(G)
stretches interact via W–C and Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds to form G-tetrads (squares) capable of stacking together. Quadruplex thermodynamic
stability is enhanced by mono- and divalent cations (grey spheres). (B) Schematic of an i-motif: Poly(C) pairs interact in protic environments
(squares) and stack together in an intercalated manner. (C) Characterization of duplex stability in various molecular environments. References: Two
different double-strands (top1, bottom1 and top2, bottom2) are denatured when they are subjected to high temperature and re-associate at decreasing
temperature. Mismatches (MM) decrease thermal stability and are introduced to induce structural flexibility and one end of the duplex.
G-quadruplex, i-motif: Thermal melting with two different G-quadruplex-forming sequences (GQ1 and GQ2) and an IM sequence directly joined
to one of the duplex strands. The thermodynamic parameters associated with duplex dissociation were subsequently compared with the reference.
Control: Poly(T) single-stranded overhangs of varying length (poly(T)1, poly(T)2, poly(T)3) are appended to the duplex to characterize the effect of
an unstructured overhang on duplex thermodynamics.
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Hellma 115B-QS 10mm precision quartz cuvettes (Hellma
GmbH & Co. KG, Müllheim, Germany). DNA samples
were diluted with buffer to a consistent concentration of
3mM/strand. Each DNA sample was dissolved in 400 mL
of freshly prepared 10mM Britton-Robinson buffer
(3.3mM H3BO3, 3.3mM H3PO4, 3.3mM CH3COOH,
80mM KCl, various pH). Each sample was then
degassed, overlaid with 150 mL of mineral oil and sealed
before measurements to prevent evaporation. Three ab-
sorption ramps were recorded in a temperature range of
10–90�C at a temperature changing rate of 0.25�C/min
(90�C – 10�C – 90�C – 10�C), followed by van’t Hoff
analysis as described previously in the literature
(Supplementary Figure S1) (25,33). �G values were
calculated for standard conditions, i.e. T=298.15K. By
simultaneously monitoring absorption at 295 nm, G-
quadruplex/i-motif melting was ensured to occur at
higher temperatures than duplex melting (26).

Melting experiments were performed with the pairs of
oligonucleotides shown in Table 1. To establish duplex sta-
bility in the absence of a four-stranded structure, the fol-
lowing sequences were used: top1 paired with bottom1,
bottom1-1MM, bottom1-2MM or bottom1-3MM, as well
as top2 paired with bottom2, bottom2-1MM, bottom2-
2MM, bottom2-3MM, bottom2-4MM, bottom2-5MM or
bottom2-6MM (Figure 1C, ‘reference’). Duplex stability in
the presence of a G-quadruplex was assessed using
top1::GQ1 paired with bottom1, top1::GQ2 paired with
bottom1 and top2::GQ2 paired with bottom2, bottom2-
1MM, bottom2-2MM, bottom2-3MM, bottom2-4MM,
bottom2-5MM or bottom2-6MM (Figure 1C,
‘G-quadruplex’). To characterize duplex stability in the

presence of an i-motif, the following sequences were used:
top2::IM paired with bottom2, bottom2-1MM, bottom2-
2MM or bottom2-3MM (Figure 1C, ‘i-motif’). Duplex sta-
bility in the presence of a G-quadruplex or an i-motif at
different pH values was established using the following se-
quences: top2::GQ2 paired with bottom2 and top2::IM
paired with bottom2. To investigate duplex stability in the
presence of both a G-quadruplex and an i-motif, the fol-
lowing sequences were used: top2::IM paired with
GQ2::bottom2; top2::GQ2 paired with IM::bottom2.
Finally, duplex stability in the presence of an unstructured
poly-T overhangwas studied using the following sequences:
top1::poly(T)1, top1::poly(T)2 or top1::poly(T)3 paired
with bottom1 (Figure 1C, ‘Control’).
Measurements were repeated at least three times for

each oligonucleotide pair, and the experimental error
indicated corresponds to the standard deviation (1s).
Analysis of variance was performed in MATLAB
(student version 7.12.0.635) to assess whether a change
in duplex thermodynamic stability was significant using
the built-in statistics toolbox (34).

CD melting

Duplex dissociation and annealing was monitored by fol-
lowing ellipticity at 280 nm over a temperature range of
90–15�C using a AP ChiralScan circular dichroism (CD)
spectrophotometer (Surrey, UK) and Hellma 100QX
cuvettes (Hellma GmbH & Co. KG, Müllheim,
Germany) according to a protocol adapted from (24).
Oligonucleotides were dissolved in 200 mL 10mM Tris–
HCl, 80mM KCl (pH 7.40) up to a total concentration

Table 1. DNA oligonucleotide sequences used in the melting experiments

Sequence Explanation Sequence 50 ! 30 Extinction coefficient
(mM�1cm�1)

top1 c-kit promoter fragment GGC GCG CAG A 108.9
top1::GQ1 G3T2G3 or G4T2G4 appended to the 30-end of

top1
GGC GCG CAG A (G3T2)3G3 292.3

top1::GQ2 GGC GCG CAG A (G4T2)3G4 335.7
top1::poly(T)1 poly(T) runs of different length appended to

the 30-end of top1
GGC GCG CAG A T22 303.5

top1::poly(T)2 GGC GCG CAG A T10 197.5
top1::poly(T)3 GGC GCG CAG A T27 347.7
bottom1 complement to top1 TCT GCG CGC C 88.8
bottom1-1MM 1–3 mismatches at the 50-end of the comple-

ment to top 1
ACT GCG CGC C 95.7

bottom1-2MM ATT GCG CGC C 96.9
bottom1-3MM ATA GCG CGC C 103.8

top2 TA-rich version of top1 GGC GCG CAT AAA A 154.2
top2::GQ2 G4T2G4 appended to the 30-end of top2 GGC GCG CAT AAA A (G4T2)3G4 380.9
top2::IM i-motif appended to the 30-end of top2 GGC GCG CAT AAA A CAG C4GC

TC3G C5T2C2 TC3G CGC3 GC4T
487.5

bottom2 complement to top2 TTT TAT GCG CGC C 123.4
bottom2-1MM 1–6 mismatches at the 50-end of the comple-

ment to top 2
ATT TAT GCG CGC C 130.3

bottom2-2MM AAT TAT GCG CGC C 137.2
bottom2-3MM AAA TAT GCG CGC C 144.1
bottom2-4MM AAA AAT GCG CGC C 151.0
bottom2-5MM AAA ATT GCG CGC C 144.1
bottom2-6MM AAA ATA GCG CGC C 151.0
GQ2::bottom2 G4T2G4 or i-motif appended to the 50-end of

bottom2
(G4T2)3G4 TTT TAT GCG CGC C 350.2

IM::bottom2 TC4G C3GC GC3T C2T2C5 GC3T
CGC4 GAC TTT TAT GCG CGC C

456.8

Extinction coefficients have been calculated for unpaired oligonucleotides from the corrected values of nucleoside-50-monophosphates (29).
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of 10 mM per oligonucleotide, pre-heated to 90�C and
sealed with a cap before measurements. Two tempera-
ture-ellipticity profiles were recorded using a temperature
changing rate of 0.30�C/min (90�C �15�C� 90�C),
followed by van’t Hoff analysis (25).
Furthermore, CD spectra from 350 to 230 nm were re-

corded over a temperature range of 90–10�C using a J-810
spectrapolarimeter (Jasco Inc., Japan). Oligonucleotides
were dissolved in 10mM Britton–Robinson buffer at pH
7.4 or 4.0 to reach a total DNA concentration of 3 mM per
strand, degassed at 90�C for 10min, transferred to a
10mm pathlength cuvette (Hellma GmbH & Co. KG,
Müllheim, Germany) and overlaid with mineral oil
before the begin of the measurements. Analogous to the
UV melting experiments, the temperature changing rate
was set to 0.25�C/min.

RESULTS

G-quadruplex stability proximal to duplex DNA

A number of thermal melting experiments were performed
to determine whether and to what extent G-quadruplexes
destabilize directly adjacent duplex DNA regions (25,26).
Figures 2 and 3 show the results of the first set of se-
quences that were studied by UV melting experiments.
The standard free enthalpy associated with annealing of
the control duplex (top1, bottom1) was found to

be �67.5±1.7 kJ/mol with a melting temperature of
58.6±0.7�C. The presence of a directly proximal
G-quadruplex was observed to decrease the energy
required for duplex melting by 14.8 to 16.8 kJ/mol, de-
pending on the nature of the G-quadruplex (Table 2).
For both sequence pairs, a smooth transition was
observed on duplex melting, which is typical for a two-
state transition (Supplementary Figures S1A and S2A). In
accord with the experimental design depicted in Figure 1,
duplex formation could be confirmed to be a bimolecular
process, whereas G-quadruplex formation was unimolecu-
lar (Supplementary Figures S1D, S2D and F). CD experi-
ments with top1/bottom1 and top1::GQ2/bottom
provided evidence for G-quadruplex formation and
minimal overlap between duplex and quadruplex melting
(�Tm >25�C, Supplementary Figure S2A and B). Linear
dependence of spectral changes in the relevant tempera-
ture range and the results of van’t Hoff plot analysis
further indicated that duplex dissociation is a cooperative
process under the experimental conditions chosen for
these studies (Supplementary Figures S1E, S2C and E).

Further thermal melting experiments revealed that the
presence of a long poly(T) overhang does not destabilize
the adjacent double helix to a significant extent
(top1::poly(T)1, top1::poly(T)2, or top1::poly(T)3, paired
with bottom1; ��G� =1.4–2.4 kJ/mol, Figure 2 and
Table 2), which demonstrates that the decrease in thermo-
dynamic stability is G-quadruplex specific, and not the
result of base overhang destabilization. Mismatches
were then introduced at the 50-end of the complementary
strand, and further UV melting experiments were
carried out in the presence and absence of a
G-quadruplex-forming sequence in an attempt to

Figure 2. Thermodynamic stability of a duplex derived from the c-kit
promoter in the presence and in the absence of an overhang. In the
absence of a 30 overhang (top1, bottom1) �G� =�67.5 kJ/mol. A
30-poly(T) overhang decreases thermodynamic stability
(�G� =�65.0 kJ/mol), but this decrease is not statistically significant
(top1::OH1/2/3, bottom1, P> 0.05). The presence of a G-quadruplex
significantly increases �G� (top1::GQ1/2, bottom1). Duplex
destabilisation in the presence of a G-quadruplex is significant in the
presence of 1 or 2 mismatches immediately proximal to the appended
secondary structure motif (top1/top1::GQ2, bottom1-1MM and top1/
top1::GQ2, bottom1-2MM). No significant changes are observable in
the presence of three mismatches. Statistical significance of changes was
estimated by analysis of variance, and Bonferroni correction for
multiple testing was applied when necessary. **P< 0.01, ***P< 0.001.

Figure 3. G-quadruplex-induced destabilization of a duplex sequence
derived from the c-kit promoter. A significant decrease in duplex sta-
bility was observed in the presence of a proximal G-quadruplex
(top1::GQ1, bottom1 and top1::GQ2, bottom1). Duplex destabilization
was observed for up to two mismatches at the vicinity of the
G-quadruplex (top1::GQ2, bottom1-1MM and top1::GQ2, bottom1-
2MM), but not for three mismatches (top1::GQ2, bottom1-3MM).
Data from Figure 2. **P< 0.01, ***P< 0.001.
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mitigate the destabilizing effect of the G-quadruplex
(Figure 2). A slight decrease in ��G� was observed
with introduction of one mismatch (top1::GQ2,
bottom1-1MM, ��G� =15.4±0.9 kJ/mol, Figures 2
and 3), followed by a strong decrease on insertion of
two mismatches (top1::GQ2, bottom1-2MM,
��G� =4.7±2.4, Figures 2 and 3). However, ��G
was found to be statistically insignificant in the presence
of three mismatches (top1::GQ2, bottom1-3MM, Figures
2 and 3). As the melting temperature of G3T2G3T2G3T2G3

was close to the melting temperatures observed for the
duplexes assessed herein, only G4T2G4T2G4T2G4 was
used to determine the range of the destabilization effect
to avoid the duplex-quadruplex transition overlap. All
results are summarized in the Supplementary
Information (Supplementary Table S1) and were con-
firmed performing CD thermal melting experiments as
described (Supplementary Table S2) (24).

Similar observations were made for a second set of se-
quences derived from a modified version of the c-kit
promoter fragment (Figure 4). The presence of the
Tetrahymena telomeric G-quadruplex was found to
decrease duplex stability by 15.2 kJ/mol (Table 2). As the
number of mismatches was increased, duplex ��G� was
found to decrease in a regular manner [��G�(top2::GQ2,
bottom2-1MM)=13.1±2.6 kJ/mol; ��G�(top2::GQ2,
bottom2-2MM)=10.9±2.4 kJ/mol; ��G�(top2::GQ2,
bottom2-3MM)=7.2±2.2 kJ/mol; ��G�(top2::GQ2,
bottom2-4MM)=5.1±1.4 kJ/mol; ��G�(top2::GQ2,
bottom2-5MM)=3.0±1.9 kJ/mol]. On insertion of six
mismatches, ��G� was found to approximate zero and
become statistically insignificant (top2::GQ2, bottom2-
6MM). Statistical analysis was performed in an analogous
manner as for the first set of sequences. Again, the
Tetrahymena G-quadruplex displayed high thermostability
(Tm �80�C, �Tm> 25�C) and was shown to be unimol-
ecular, whereas duplex interaction was demonstrated to be
an intermolecular process that can be described by a two-
state model (Supplementary Figure S3). The results of the
second series of melting experiments are summarized in the
Supplementary Information (Supplementary Table S3).

Py39WT i-motif stability proximal to duplex DNA

To determine whether formation of a proximal i-motif
induces destabilization of an adjacent duplex stretch, an

additional series of UV melting experiments were per-
formed (Figure 5). Owing to the pH sensitivity and to
avoid overlap of duplex and i-motif unfolding, these ex-
periments were carried out at pH 4.0 and 4.4, respectively.
Attachment of the known IM sequence Py39WT to the
30-end of C-1B was found to significantly decrease the
stability of the adjacent duplex by 6.0 kJ/mol (Table 2).
As mismatches were introduced proximal to the i-motif-
forming region, ��G was found to progressively decrease
[��G� (top2::IM, bottom2-1MM)=4.3±1.2 kJ/mol;
��G�(top2::IM, bottom2-2MM)=3.3±1.0 kJ/mol].
After three mismatches had been introduced, ��G�

approximated zero (top2::IM, bottom2-3MM). In all
cases, melting of the i-motif was found to occur at signifi-
cantly higher temperatures than duplex denaturation
(�Tm> 30�C), and the altered overhang did not seem to
affect the unfolding mechanism of the duplex, as it could
again be shown to be an intermolecular process that could
be approximated by a two-state model (Supplementary

Table 2. Melting temperature of B-DNA in the presence and absence of an adjacent G-quadruplex or i-motif as determined by UV thermal

melting experiments

Sequence pair pH Exp. Tm (�C) �Tm (�C) �H (kJmol�1) �S (J K�1mol�1) �G� (kJmol�1) ��G� (kJmol�1)

top1, bottom1 7.4 58.6±0.7 �336.4±11.5 �902.0±32.9 �67.5±1.7
top1::GQ1, bottom1 7.4 52.7±2.5 5.9±2.6 �252.2±56.6 �585.0±98.2 �52.7±3.4 14.8±3.8
top1::GQ2, bottom2 7.4 51.4±1.8 7.2±1.9 �213.8±11.0 �547.0±34.8 �50.7±1.3 16.8±2.2
top::poly(T)1, bottom1 7.4 56.9±0.7 1.7±1.0 �332.8±12.1 �896.7±36.4 �65.5±1.4 2.0±2.2
top2, bottom2 7.4 54.3±0.5 �381.2±7.4 �1052.3±23.5 �67.5±0.6
top2::GQ2, bottom2 7.4 49.9±0.3 4.4±0.6 �245.7±14.6 �648.8±44.8 �52.3±1.2 15.2±1.4
top2, bottom2 4.0 39.4±0.9 �254.9±16.5 �703.9±51.9 �45.1±1.2
top2::IM, bottom2 4.0 35.2±0.8 4.1±1.2 �254.0±2.1 �720.7±4.3 �39.0±1.0 6.0±1.6

Error indicated as 1s.

Figure 4. G-quadruplex-induced duplex destabilization of a modified
c-kit fragment. A G-quadruplex strongly destabilizes the adjacent
duplex (top2::GQ2, bottom2). An increasing number of mismatches
proximal to the G-quadruplex region results in a significant decrease
in ��G� (top2::GQ2, bottom2-1-5MM), approximating zero in the
case of six mismatches (top2::GQ2, bottom2-6MM). *P< 0.05,
***P< 0.001.
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Figure S4). All results are summarized in the Supple-
mentary Information (Supplementary Table S4).

pH dependency and cumulative effects of quadruplex and
i-motif stability proximal to duplex DNA

A series of UV melting experiments were carried out to
determine whether G-quadruplex- and i-motif-induced
duplex destabilizations are pH dependent (Figure 6).
Duplex destabilization induced by the Tetrahymena telo-
meric repeat GQ2 has been found to increase with
increasing pH [��G�(pH 4.0)=9.6±1.3; ��G�(pH
4.4)=12.8±1.4; ��G�(pH 5.0)=16.1±1.3; ��G�(pH
5.4)=17.5±1.5; ��G�(pH 5.9)=15.5±1.3;
��G�(pH 7.4)=15.2±1.4]. Decreases in duplex stability
observed in the presence of the Py39WT i-motif ranged
between 6.0±1.6kJ/mol and 3.8±2.2kJ/mol at pH 4.0
and 4.4, respectively. To assess the cumulative effects of
quadruplex and i-motif conformers on duplex stability,
duplex Tm was also measured in the presence of both
adjacent G-quadruplex and i-motif at pH 4.40 (Figure 5).
Any cumulative effects of the combination of both
G-quadruplex and i-motif-forming regions on duplex
destabilization were not observed be any greater than the
destabilizing effects of either quadruplex or i-motif individu-
ally [��G�(top2::IM, GQ2::bottom2)=3.3±2.3kJ/mol;
��G�(top2::GQ2, IM::bottom2)=9.6±0.7kJ/mol].
Control experiments support two-state unfolding of the
duplex and confirmed the presence of the G-quadruplex,
though with decreased thermal stability (Supplementary
Figure S5). All results are summed up in the
Supplementary Information (Supplementary Table S5).
Higher pH values could not be assessed, as duplex melting
and i-motif dissociation began to overlap in the thermal
melting profiles disallowing van’t Hoff analysis (25).

DISCUSSION

This research demonstrates that both G-quadruplex and
i-motif substructures cause a distance-dependent
destabilization of directly adjacent duplex DNA. At the
simplest level, these folded conformations could be
regarded as steric blocks capable of pushing proximal
duplex strands apart. Indeed, this conceptualization
could also offer a rationale for the increased
G-quadruplex destabilization of duplex DNA relative to
i-motif destabilization. The diameters of quadruplex
motifs range between 24.3 and 28.7 Å, and the
Tetrahymena G-quadruplex has been found to possess a
diameter of 25.0 Å (35–38). In comparison, i-motif diam-
eters range from 14.7 to 19.4 Å (39,40). Given that
G-quadruplexes span a diameter �25% larger than
i-motif, it is not surprising that their duplex destabilizing
capacity is lower than that observed for G-quadruplex
motifs. This difference in stability reflects a stronger con-
tribution from entropy than from enthalpy, although
both kinetic and thermodynamic influences are present
(Table 2). This means that hydrogen bond formation
and base stacking in the duplex are more stable in the
absence of a four-stranded structure, and that its
entropy is also more favourable. The binding of cations
and water molecules to ordered nucleic acids is known to
provide a major entropic contribution to their formation
(41). These findings are somewhat in contrast to a study
conducted by Ren et al. (42) who reported on little ‘cross-
talk’ between a G-quadruplex and an adjacent poly(A-T)
duplex. Even though the G-quadruplex that was used is
similar in diameter (�25.4 Å) (43), the authors designed
their construct such that there was an unpaired adenine at
the junction between the duplex and the G-quadruplex,
which might be sufficient to bridge G-quadruplex-induced
destabilization.

Interestingly, the ��G values observed during the
melting experiments investigating the cumulative effects
of G-quadruplex and i-motif formation proximal to a
duplex closely approximate the ��G values observed in
either the presence of a G-quadruplex or an i-motif. These
values therefore suggest that G-quadruplex and i-motif
formation are likely to be mutually exclusive within
duplex contexts: either a G-quadruplex or an i-motif is
able to form, but the formation of both motifs proximal
to duplex DNA appears to be energetically unfavourable,
at least at lower pH values (44).

Additionally, given that duplex conformation is less
stable at lower pH, duplex destabilization would be
expected to be of lower absolute value (��G�). Thus,
we also report the calculation of ��G�/�G�(duplex
alone), taking into account this inherent duplex
destabilization at lower pHs to better evaluate any pH
influence of quadruplex formation on duplex DNA
(Table 3). These values demonstrate that once duplex
destabilization at low pHs is accounted for, quadruplex
destabilisation of duplex DNA appears to be independent
of pH.

As many putative G-quadruplex-forming and IM se-
quences are surrounded by stretches of duplex DNA,
these results are of particular interest and could help to

Figure 5. i-motif-induced duplex destabilization of a modified c-kit
fragment. The i-motif destabilizes the neighbouring double helix
(top2::IM, bottom2). Increasing the number of mismatches proximal
to the i-motif results in significantly decreasing ��G�, approximating
zero on introducing three mismatches at the vicinity to the i-motif
(top2::IM, bottom2-3MM). *P< 0.05, ***P< 0.001.
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address whether these higher-order substructures are
likely to form in a physiological context. As the thermo-
dynamic stabilities of duplex and quadruplex substruc-
tures are similar, proximity to a quadruplex-forming
region and subsequent loss of hydrogen bond stability in
the duplex region could result in an equilibrium shift
towards duplex conformation to re-establish thermo-
dynamic stability. The concept of G-quadruplexes as regu-
latory motifs throughout the genome has been proposed
to be dependent on neighbouring sequences, although al-
ternative intercellular influences such as chromatin struc-
ture, duplex supercoiling and the presence of specific
proteins (such as chromatin structure) could also shift
the equilibrium to favour quadruplex formation (45–48).
The regulatory role of quadruplex structures within the
genome remains a challenge to be addressed by the scien-
tific community.

This work represents a step towards that goal and dem-
onstrates a novel phenomenon: both G-quadruplexes and
i-motifs are capable of destabilizing directly proximal
duplex DNA. Further, G-quadruplex-forming and IM
sequences should be tested, and a variety of other duplex
sequences remain to be assessed. Also, model-free
approaches may be used in conjunction with thermal de-
naturation experiments. Continued investigation would
afford quantitative prediction of exactly how proximal to
a duplex a quadruplex-forming or IM regions can exist
without affecting duplex stability and hence provide a
measurable switch for duplex versus quadruplex formation.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online:
Supplementary Tables 1–5, Supplementary Figures 1–5,
Supplementary Methods and Supplementary References
[49–59].
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��G� (kJmol�1)

Relative
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